
                                                              A DREAM COME TRUE FOR NATURE LOVERS!

Costa Rica, in Central America, boasts 12 unique ecological zones, 27 national parks and has one of the 
greatest bio-diversities in the world. The contrast of habitats has attracted more than 500,000 different species, 
making it the dream destination for spotting wildlife such as macaws, sea turtles, monkeys, adorable sloths and 
over 900 species of birds! A truly beautiful country, offering rainforests, cloud forests, dry forests, beaches, river
valleys, Amazonas canals, coral reefs and biodiverse wildlife.There are currently six active and over 60 
dormant or extinct volcanoes, and more than 1,280 km of pristine, beautiful shorelines  on both the Pacific and 
Caribbean sides of the country.
Costa Ricans live life to the fullest, their favourite motto being “pura vida,”  which means “pure life.”
Travellers will be accompanied all the way, from being picked up at the airport and every day on tour from then 
onwards. Suggested accommodation has been chosen to blend in with each sector, but is subject to availability
when the tour is booked.  

                                                           Map and all photos courtesy of Tang Dynasty
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TOUR HIGHLIGHTS

 Navigate through small 
Amazonas canals

 Walkways with panoramic 
views of Arenal Volcano

 Incredible experience in hot 
springs waterfalls

 Trek in tropical forest with 
world-class biodiversity

 Snorkel with exotic marine 
life around an island



                                                                                   
ITINERARY SUMMARY

Day Area Activities Meals

01 San José Park Inn
Radisson

Meet and transfer from
International airport in San

Jose to Hotel

02 Tortuguero Pachira Lodge Ground transfer to the pier
Boat transfer to Tortuguero

Navigate canals
Breakfast, Lunch &

Dinner

03 Tortuguero Pachira Lodge
Guided walk through lodge

trails, boat tour through
Canals  of Tortuguero

National Park

Breakfast, Lunch &
Dinner

04 Arenal
Volcano

Arenal Paraiso
Hotel

Boat Transfer from
Tortuguero to pier - Land

transfer to Guapiles and then
to Arenal Volcano Area

Breakfast, Lunch

05 Arenal
Volcano

Arenal Paraiso
Hotel

Hanging Bridges tour & enjoy
Tabacon hot spring pools in

the afternoon Breakfast , Dinner

06 Rincón de la
Vieja

Hacienda
Guachipelin

Transfer to Rincón de la Vieja Breakfast

07 Rincón de la
Vieja

Hacienda
Guachipelin Day at leisure Breakfast

08 Monteverde
Monteverde

Country Lodge
Transfer to Monteverde Breakfast

09 Monteverde
Monteverde

Country Lodge
Hike in Monteverde Cloud

Forest Reserve Breakfast

10 Manuel
Antonio Villas Lirio Transfer to Manuel Antonio Breakfast

11 Manuel
Antonio Villas Lirio Hike in Manuel Antonio

National Park
Breakfast

12 Manuel
Antonio Villas Lirio Day at leisure Breakfast

13 Corcovado Drake Bay
Wilderness Resort

Transfer to Sierpe River /
Boat transfer to Corcovado

Breakfast, Lunch &
Dinner

14 Corcovado Drake Bay
Wilderness Resort Corcovado National Park tour Breakfast, Lunch &

Dinner

15 Corcovado Drake Bay
Wilderness Resort

Caño Island Tour with
snorkelling

Breakfast, Lunch &
Dinner

16 San José Park Inn
Radisson

Boat transfer to Sierpe River,
road transfer from Sierpe to

San Jose Breakfast

17 Departure
Transfer to San Jose

international airport for flight
home Breakfast
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Day 1: ARRIVE SAN JOSE
Welcome to San Jose, Costa Rica!
On arrival at the SJO international airport, you will be met
and transferred to PARK INN RADISSON  standard room,
or similar, in downtown San Jose, for one night.
(Extra pre-tour nights available on request.) 
  
The capital city of San Jose, considered to be one of the
most cosmopolitan cities in Latin America, is  located in
the  middle  of  the  Central  Valley  in  the  center  of  the
country. The city features popular tourist attractions, such
as  historical  buildings,  museums,  theaters,  artisan
markets, beautiful parks, shopping centers, and a varied
gastronomic scene.  Free time for the rest of the day and
evening.
Overnight in San Jose.

Day 2: SAN JOSE – TORTUGUERO (6hrs, 116km)
Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner
Early departure by road transfer, crossing the immense
Braulio Carrillo  National  Park,  to reach Guapiles,  where
we  will  enjoy  a  delicious  local  breakfast.  Continue  the
drive  past  banana  and  pineapple  plantations  until
reaching  the  pier  where  you  will  board  your  boat  to
Tortuguero. The boat ride along rivers and canals takes
approximately an hour and a half to arrive at  PACHIRA
LODGE standard room, or similar, where you will spend
two nights. Overnight in Tortuguero.

Day 3: CANALS NAVIGATION
Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner
This morning a walk along the lodge’s private trails with a
naturalist  guide,  then  free  time  to  enjoy  the  facilities
before lunch. In the afternoon, enjoy a boat trip through
the canals of the Tortuguero NationalPark.  Called Costa
Rica’s “little Amazon”, Tortuguero National Park is one of
the  country’s  wilderness  areas  with  the  greatest
biological biodiversity. The canals are surrounded by lush
tropical  forest  filled  with  abundant  wildlife,  and  the
beaches  are  famous  for  being  the  habitat  of  seven
species of sea turtles. 
Lunch and Dinner are  included today.
Overnight in Tortuguero.

Day 4: TORTUGUERO -  ARENAL VOLCANO (6hrs,
174km)
Breakfast, Lunch
Mid-morning departure by boat back to the main dock and
then travel by road to Guápiles for lunch. Onwards to the
Arenal Volcano in the Northern Plains region. Majestic in
its  grand  stature,  the  volcano  is  one  of  the  country’s
natural  wonders.  Along your  journey  to  the  town of  La
Fortuna, at the base of the volcano, you will pass through
agricultural plantations, large ornamental plant nurseries,
and cattle farms.

Check in to ARENAL PARAISO HOTEL,     superior room, or
similar, for two nights. Early risers may want to begin the
day tomorrow with a walk along the naturalist trails on the
property; expect to see several bird species, monkeys, possibly sloths. 
Inhale peace, exhale toxins!
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https://www.arenalparaisoresort.com/
https://pachiralodge.com/
https://pachiralodge.com/
https://www.radissonhotelsamericas.com/en-us/destination


Day 5: HANGING BRIDGES TOUR 
Breakfast, Dinner
Morning  tour to the Arenal Hanging Bridges from where you can enjoy magnificent views of the Arenal
Volcano. While walking along the 16 hanging bridges and
trails you should see a great variety of mammals, reptiles,
amphibians, birds, and insects.

Afternoon  free  to  enjoy  the  Tabacon  Hot  Springs.  The
waters are naturally heated by the Arenal Volcano, are pure
and without any added chemicals. The water’s geological
origin can be telluric or magmatic, which means it is young
water  that  is  filtered  through  the  earth  and  circulates
through different depths gathering on its way minerals and
gaining  temperature  when  making  contact  with  very  hot
materials. 
Overnight  at the resort.

Day 6: ARENAL -  RINCON DE LA VIEJA (3.5hrs, 189km)
Breakfast
Today’s  destination  is  Rincón  de  la  Vieja  Volcano
National  Park,  located  in  the  north  of  Guanacaste
Province. Rincón de la Vieja is an important ecotourism
destination in Costa Rica, where the main attraction is
the  volcano  and  its  unique  characteristics  such  as
sulfurous lagoons, relaxing thermal springs, boiling mud
pits, fumaroles and its main active crater. Lush, dense
vegetation  surrounds  the  area,  home to  a  plethora  of
insect  and  wildlife  species.  Along  the  way,  you  will
encounter  beautiful  scenery  and  pass  through  typical
towns. 

Check into HACIENDA GUACHIPELI  N   superior room, or
similar, for two nights. Overnight in Rincon de la Vieja.

Day 7: RINCON DE LA VIEJA
Breakfast
Day at leisure today to explore the area and enjoy the hotel’s facilities. There is a variety of optional 
tours available through the hotel, for those who wish to venture further afield today. Here are just a 
few of the tours on offer: (for own account)

Overnight in Rincon de la Vieja.
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https://www.guachipelin.com/


Day 8: RINCON DE LA VIEJA – MONTEVERDE
(3.5hrs, 173km)
Breakfast
Transfer to Monteverde, a small community located at
the top of the  Tilarán mountain range. Encompassing
rainforest,  cloud  forest,  and  spectacular  biodiversity,
Monteverde  has  one  of  the  rarest  and  most  unique
habitats on the planet, not to mention an astonishing
variety  of  flora  and  fauna.  Experience  beautiful
landscapes during the journey and see how locals live
when passing through typical small villages.

Check into MONTEVERDE COUNTRY LODGE superior
room, or similar,  for two nights.  

Day 9: MONTEVERDE RESERVE HIKE
Breakfast
Today’s  hike  is  through  Monteverde  Cloud  Forest
Reserve,  astounding  in  its  beauty,  bounty  and
biodiversity. Wind-sculpted elfin woodlands give way to
rainforests where tall  trees — festooned with orchids,
bromeliads,  ferns,  vines and mosses — rise high into
the sky.  Overnight  in Monteverde.

Day 10: MONTEVERDE – MANUEL ANTONIO
(3.5hrs, 182km)
 Breakfast
Travel to the warm coast of the Central Pacific this
morning. Manuel Antonio National Park is often called a
natural jewel for its picturesque beauty and abundant
wildlife diversity. It is one of the smallest parks, yet it is
the most visited for its beautiful beaches. There are
several trails for walking with many viewpoints, and a
high probability of seeing animals in their natural
habitat. At various points, the trails branch off and lead
to four separate beaches: Espadilla Sur, Manuel
Antonio, Escondida, and Playita, where swimming is in
crystal clear, warm water.

Check into VILLAS LIRIO     HOTEL   garden room, or
similar,  for three nights. Overnight in Manuel Antonio.

Day 11: MANUEL ANTONIO PARK 
Breakfast
Today you will hike in the Manuel Antonio National Park
where you could see the four species of monkeys found
in Costa Rica, also sloths, coatis, and raccoons.
Overnight in Manuel Antonio.

Day 12 – Sun 14 May:  MANUEL ANTONIO
Breakfast
Free day to explore the area and enjoy the hotel facilities
and nearby beaches. Overnight in Manuel Antonio.
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https://villaslirio.com/
https://www.monteverdecountrylodge.com/


Day 13:  MANUEL ANTONIO – SIERPE – CORCOVADO (3hrs, 121km)
Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner
Transfer  to  the  quiet  town  of  Sierpe,  where  today’s
adventure begins at the La Hacienda dock, from where
you  take  a  90  minute  boat  ride  through  the  most
extensive  mangrove  wetland  system  on  Central
America's Pacific coast. There will be a good chance of
spotting  monkeys,  crocodiles  and  many  birds.  After
passing through the river's mouth into the ocean, follow
the coast south.  Depending on weather conditions  and
season,  it  is  possible to see dolphins  and maybe even
whales.
Check into DRAKE BAY WILDERNESS RESORT or
similar for three nights.  Overnight in Corcovado.

Day 14:  CORCOVADO NATIONAL PARK HIKE
Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner
Today’s hike is in the Corcovado National Park. Corcovado
is the last sustainably-sized Pacific lowland rainforest in
Central  America,  and  has  been  called  "the  most
biologically intense place on Earth." The morning hours
offer  the  best  opportunity  to  observe  wildlife  and  the
incredible variety of birds in the park. 
A  river  with  a  stunning  waterfall  is  one  of  your
destinations, where you can cool off in one of the pools.
Enjoy a picnic lunch during the tour.  
Overnight in Corcovado.

Day 15:  CORCOVADO - CAÑO ISLAND BOAT TOUR
Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner
Today’s adventure is a boat tour to the spectacular Caño Island Biological Reserve, which was once an
important ceremonial site and cemetery for pre-Columbian indigenous people. The island has one of
the most extensive coral formations and the best snorkeling conditions on Costa Rica’s Pacific coast.
The place where you will snorkel offers the chance to see a variety of fish and marine mammals.
(Snorkeling equipment is provided.) On your return, enjoy a picnic lunch at the lodge's beach rancho. 
Dinner at the lodge this evening.  Overnight in Corcovado.

Day 16:  CORCOVADO – SAN JOSE
Breakfast
Boat transfer to Sierpe River, from where you will enjoy your last road journey back to San Jose for
overnight before flying home.  Check in to Park Inn Radisson Hotel, standard room. 

Day 17:  DEPARTURE
Breakfast
Private transfer to San Jose international airport for connection with ongoing flights home. Time to bid
farewell to this incredible country, armed with memories to last a lifetime and perhaps a promise to
return one day. 

“Leave only footprints – take only memories.”   Chief Seattle

RATES AVAILABLE ON REQUEST
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https://drakebay.com/

